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Today’s talk
1 Neptune, Vulcan, and Pluto 

as “dark matter in the universe”

2 Can AI take over the role of Newton, Le Verrier
and/or Adams?  (very preliminary on-going project)

3   Summary



1 Neptune, Vulcan, and Pluto 
as “dark matter in the universe”



n Neptune (1846) 
n independently predicted by Adams and Le Verrier 
n discovered in September 1846 by J.G. Galle

n Uranus (1781)
n discovered in March 

1781 by William 
Herschel

n its orbit is not fully 
consistent with 
Newtonian prediction

n 8th planet? by Alexis 
Bouvard

Discovery of Neptune



n Vulcan (1859)
n Le Verrier recognized the precession of Mercury is 

inconsistent with Newtonian theory by 38” per 
century

n Le Verrier predicted an unknown planet inside 
Mercury’s orbit in 1859 and named it Vulcan

n Lescarbault “discovered” its transit over the Sun 
on March 26, 1859, and was awarded the Légion 
d'honneur

Mercury’s “anomalous” perihelion shift and Vulcan

n Mercury’s perihelion shift (532” per century) 
= 276.38(Venus) + 91.41(Earth) + 2.48(Mars) + 153.98(Jupiter)

+ 7.31(Saturn) + 0.14(Uranus) + 0.04(Neptune) + 43(GR)



Was Newton  
indeed
right?



Perihelion shift under non-Newtonian gravity ∝ 𝟏/𝒓𝟏"𝜹



Serious consideration of hypotheses that may 
explain Mercury’s anomalous perihelion shift 

The elements of the four inner 
planets and the fundamental 

constants of astronomy (1897)



n Percival L. Lowell (1855-1916)
n Born in a very rich family, and founded the Lowell 

observatory by himself
n Believed intelligent life forms exist on Mars

n Mars (1895), Mars and Its Canals (1906), and Mars As the 
Abode of Life (1908)

n Predicted Planet X that disturbs the orbits of Uranus 
and Neptune

Planet X and discovery of Pluto

n Elizabeth Langdon Williams (1879-1981) 
n a human computer and astronomer hired by Lowell
n Her calculations led to Lowell’s prediction for the location of Planet X that 

Clyde Tombaugh used to locate an image in a region of the sky 
photographed in 1915. He discovered a new “planet” named PLuto in 1930



n A great success story !?
n Lowell’s prediction was totally wrong
n the discovery in 1930 was just accidental !
n Walt Disney’s Pluto in 1931
n Plutonium in 1941
n stepdown as a dwarf planet in 2006

Rise and fall of Pluto



n Dinosaur’s extinction  65Myr ago
n KT boundary: collision of a (10-15)km asteroid (Alvarez et al. 1980)

n 12 extinction events over the past 250Myr (?)
n Nemesis: an eccentric brown dwarf companion of the Sun: 26Myr period 

and semi-major axis of 88,000 au (Davis, Hut and Muller 1984)

Nemesis explains extinction events ?
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n Uranus’s strange motion 
n Newton’s law + dark matter (=Neptune) ? ⇒Yes

n Mercury’s anomalous perihelion shift
n Newton’s law + dark matter (=Vulcan) ? ⇒ No
n modified gravity law (∝ 1/𝑟!.######$%) ? ⇒ No
n perfectly explained by modified gravity law (=general relativity) 

n Neptune’s strange motion
n Newton’s law + dark matter (=Pluto) ? ⇒ No! but…
n incorrect prediction led to the accidental detection of Pluto

Modified gravity law or dark matter?



Lessons learned
New physics 

or dark matter?
implication

Neptune First detection of unknown 
object (“dark matter”)  
from accurate theoretical 
prediction

Law of known physics (Newton’s 
law of gravity) is great

Vulcan First false-positive of 
unknown object from an 
incorrect hypothesis in 
known physics

Amazing accuracy and reliability 
of astronomical data

Eventually solved by new physics 
(GR) without Vulcan

Pluto Serendipitous detection of 
unknown object from 
incorrect computation

Even not-so-smart theorists may 
be useful sometimes



n Accelerated expansion of the universe
n GR + dark energy  ?
n modified gravity (without dark energy) ?

n Nature of dark matter and dark energy 
n interaction with ordinary matter other than gravity ? 
n how to incorporate them in particle physics model ?

n Hubble tension
n mismatch of the Hubble constant measured from the SN Ia (z<2) 

and from CMB (z=1000) ?
n S8 tension

n mismatch of the fluctuation amplitude measured from gravitational 
lensing and from CMB ?

n Remember lessons from Neptune, Vulcan, and Pluto!

New physics beyond standard cosmology?



2 Can AI take over the role of 
Newton, Le Verrier and/or Adams?

(very preliminary on-going project)

Florian Lalande, YS, Alessandro Trani, Toshinori Hayashi,
Pablo Lemos, & Shirley Ho  (in preparation)



an interesting attempt to discover an analytic gravity law 
combining Graph Neural Network and symbolic regression 
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Discovered equations 
from Graph Neural Network 

+ Symbolic Regression
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n Can AI practically reproduce the law of gravity from the 
Solar system dynamics?
n empirical discovery of the inverse square law of gravity
n AI vs. Newton

n Can AI predict the presence of an unknown planet beyond 
Uranus without assuming the inverse square law?
n AI vs. Le Verrier and Adams

Our current project is complementary and probably 
more modest “Can AI find new physics beyond the 
standard model?” or “ Can AI predict an unknown 

component under the standard physics?”



n Uranus and Neptune are in an inferior 
conjunction around 1820
n Before 1820, Neptune accelerates the 

orbital motion of Uranus
n After 1820, Neptune decelerates the 

orbital motion of Uranus
n This phase-dependent effect of 

Neptune is unlikely to be mimicked by 
any modified law of gravity
n Uranus discovered in 1781=1820-39
n Neptune discovered in 1846=1820+26

Distinguishing between the gravity-law 
and the effect of Neptune

Sun

Jupiter
Saturn

Uranus

Neptune



Uranus Neptune
Mass 4.3x10-5Msun 5.1x10-5Msun

Semi-major axis 19.2au 30.2au
Eccentricity 0.046 0.0097

Orbital period 84.3 years 164.8 years

Qualitative estimate of the 
required accuracy for 

detecting Neptune

Here are the basic data for Uranus and Neptune

n Fractional force by Neptune relative to 
the Sun that Uranus receives in 1820
𝑮𝑴𝑵/(𝒂𝑵 − 𝒂𝑼)𝟐

𝑮𝑴𝒔𝒖𝒏/𝒂𝑼𝟐
≈ 𝟓. 𝟏×𝟏𝟎'𝟓/𝟎. 𝟓𝟐 ≈ 𝟐×𝟏𝟎'𝟒

n Modulation of orbital phase of Uranus 
for the first 40 years since 1820

𝟑𝟔𝟎 𝒅𝒆𝒈
𝟖𝟒 𝒚𝒆𝒂𝒓𝒔

×𝟐×𝟏𝟎'𝟒×𝟒𝟎 𝒚𝒆𝒂𝒓𝒔

≈ 𝟎. 𝟎𝟑𝟒 𝐝𝐞𝐠 = 𝟏𝟐𝟐”

John Couch Adams
(1943)

Unfortunately, too demanding…



1st trial: recovery of Neptune’s location for 
the inverse-square law of gravity ∝ 1/r2

n if true mass and semi-major axis are adopted, the orbital phase of 
Neptune is reproduced

RMSE (root-mean squared 
error) of Uranus’s azimuthal 
angles (obs-pred) over 200 
years between 1800 and 2000

Neptune’s phase (deg.) in A.D. 1801

years since A.D. 1801

The true value of Neptune’s 
orbital phase in 1801 is 
129.9 deg.

different color curves 
correspond to the four different 
phases in the upper panel



2nd trial: recovery of 
Neptune’s parameters 
for the inverse-square 
law of gravity ∝ 1/r2

n simultaneous fit of the 
mass, semi-major axis, 
and phase of Neptune

Neptune’s phase (deg.) in A.D. 1801

True values:
𝜑 = 129.9 deg.
𝑎 = 30.2 au
𝑚 = 5.12×10$%M⊙



2nd trial: recovery of 
Neptune’s parameters 
for the inverse-square 
law of gravity ∝ 1/r2

n simultaneous fit of the 
mass, semi-major axis, and 
phase of Neptune

Neptune’s phase (deg.) in A.D. 1801

True values:
𝜑 = 129.9 deg.
𝑎 = 30.2 au
𝑚 = 5.12×10$%M⊙

Grid-search over
−135 < 𝜑 deg. < −125 30 < 𝑎 au. < 32

4×10'* < 𝑚/M⊙ < 6×10'*



n Adopted assumptions
n locations of planets are accurately known
n observed acceleration of the i-th object

n acceleration is superposition of the force from the j-th object

n translational and rotational invariance

Recovering the gravity law from acceleration



Artificial Intelligence in a nutshell
Artificial
Intelligence

Machine
Learning

Artificial Neural
Networks

Deep
Learning

Capable to learn from data
without explicitly programmed

Algorithm to reproduce
or simulate human intelligence

architecture inspired 
from biological NN

With "a lot" of layers
and parameters 

Deep Blue
hard-coded program
to beat World Chess
champion in 1997

Linear regression

Perceptron
A fully-coded artificial
neural network with

a single layer of neurons
Multi-Layer Perceptron

Convolutional Neural Network
Transformer models (ChatGPT)

(slide by Florian Lalande)



GNN (Graph Neural Network)
Our GNN may fit into the "Deep Learning" category , even though not so many trainable parameters

observed 
positions of 

planets

accelerations of 
planets (second 
derivatives of 

positions)

nodes=planets 
(with their mass 
as a parameter)

edges=pairwise 
interaction (forces) that 

is to be determined

activation 
function 
max(0,x)

activation 
function 
max(0,x)

(slide by Florian Lalande)

Rectified
Linear
Unit



Recovered gravity law from GNN
Newton’s gravity ∝ 1/r2

fractional difference between AI-inferred gravity and 1/r2

Mercury

Venus Earth
Mars

Jupiter
Saturn

Uranus



Recovered mass of planets
from 50 runs of GNN

We need to fix the mass of one of the objects. 
In the above plots, we chose the mass of Jupiter as the normalization.

g(r)=1/r2 (fixed) g(r) inferred simultaneously

m(moon)/m(Earth)=1.23%



n simultaneous fit to mass of 7 objects + a power-law index δ

a strong additional assumption 
a single power-law gravity; g(r)=1/r2+δ

result from 50 runs of GNN
almost close to the correct values, but masses 
are systematically larger, and δ is preferentially 
distributed between -0.005 and -0.003. We do 
not yet understand why…



3 Summary



Robust summary
n In cosmology, Zwicky’s 1933 paper is often quoted as the 

first indication of dark matter
n Zwicky correctly pointed out that member galaxies in Coma cluster 

have high velocity dispersions exceeding the escape velocity of the 
visible mass of the cluster

n Discovery of Neptune in 1846 is the first directly detected 
“dark matter” based on Newton’s law of gravity

n Vulcan in 1859 is the first false-positive of “dark matter” due 
to the incorrect extrapolation of Newton’s law of gravity

n Which is the next breakthrough in cosmology, unknown dark 
component or modified law of physics?



Preliminary summary
n Can AI discover new physics?

n Identification of inconsistencies between precise theoretical 
predictions and big experimental/observational data will not be 
feasible anymore without AI

n Can AI can discover a new law of physics in an analytic/mathematical 
manner thanks to the universal approximation theorem? 
n AI may discover Newton’s law from planetary motion, but not general relativity 

from Mercury’s perihelion shift, because it was not a training dataset but a 
validation dataset for Einstein.

n Is it inevitable to have a sort of sense of beauty (i.e., aesthetic bias) in 
formulating the law of physics?  (e.g., Lemos et al. arXiv:2202.02306)

n A proof-of-concept study with AI is on-going concerning modified 
gravity vs. unknown object for Uranus’ motion 


